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ABSTRACT 
Experiment #144 at SLAC has three parts: the search for low-mass states excited 
in 77 collisions and observed in pair decay, the study of nonlinear, nonperturbative 
QED in ye and 77 collisions, and its possible applications to general purpose linear 
colliders. Such colliders could produce the full range of Jqy,i states, leptoquarks 
JL$, the particles of supersymmetry, the top quark or Higgs. However, to realize 
them a number of technical problems need resolution that are addressed in El44 
together with interesting possibilities for highly polarized, high brightness 7 and 
e’* beams that are needed for electroweak studies. 

1. Introduction 
This Experiment is a collaboration between Princeton, Rochester and SLAC’ to 

collide high-power laser beams (1 TW) with high-energy electrons (50 GeV) to explore 
critical field effects [Sauter (1931), H eisenberg & Euler (1936) & Schwinger ( 1954)2] 

r+ E -/cl+ PPQab ~ 1 ‘. 
wrth EC - W  = 1.32.1018 V 

ehc m ’ 
E* x 27E~aL is the boos:ed laser field seen in the average rest frame of the electrons. 
For high enough electron energy or laser power density3 one expects strong vacuum 
polarization effects. While these haven’t been observed in such a direct way and 
are interesting for QED they could also provide new ways to search for and study 
particles with different quantum numbers JpC Quarks and quarkonium states are 
examples and since quarks are elementary fermions without asymptotic states and 
noninteger charge, it is also reasonable to consider lepton-quark, boson and hybrid 
combinations. The question is how to excite them and study their characteristics 
along with questions on symmetry, confinement and cosmologic m issing mass. 

The answer is a natural extension of the SLAC facility i.e. a general linear collider 
that provides Z*Z’*, TZ* and y? incident channels. This is discussed relative to El44 
which introduces ye and yy interaction points (IPs) into the FFTB line. These allow 
us to study the nonperturbative, multiphoton Compton and Breit-Wheeler processes, 
to measure the corresponding e+e- mass spectrum e.g. to study the et production 
.in heavy-ion and electron colliders as well as to study other practical questions on a 
general linear collider (GLC) by necessarily confronting the production, tim ing and 
stability problems associated with strong fields and independent, m icron-size beams. 

‘i This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DEAC03-76SF00515. 
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2. SLAC and a GLC 
In a sense, the SLAC linac was built to provide highly space-like photons for deep 

inelastic experiments on few-nucleon systems. Such experiments showed the basic 
underlying parton structure of the nucleon, In contrast, the subsequent development 

,-.. of SPEAR provided highly time-like photons via the e+e- annihilation process that 
- led to the resonant production of charmed quark pairs Q,& and the tau lepton. 

With the higher energies from PEP, higher-order processes were important with 
space-like, two-photon (y*y*) production being dominant. This is the main channel 
for C-even particles but since the photons are virtual, it lacks the simplicity of the 
resonant annihilation process dominant at lower energies and uses the available center- 
of-mass energy s less efficiently. Thus, while the SLC is a natural extension of electron 
colliders such as PEP, TRISTAN and LEP, it still has some of SPEAR’s limitations 
such as a strong emphasis on l-- states. 

To solve this dilemma, a GLC needs real, polarized photons that are on the light 
cone or light-like. Figure 1 shows half of a possible system. Milburn & Arutyunian et 
al. (1963) predicted and Ballam et al. (1969) verified that Compt,on backscattering 
of polarized laser beams could produce quasi-monochromatic beams of high energy, 
polarized photons. It has also been suggested (1991) that a subsequent laser-photon 
interaction of the Breit-Wheeler type, with laser photons of the same helicity as in 
the laser-electron interaction, could produce highly polarized e’* beams (dependent 
on V/C in the pair rest frame4). With target-free conversion, such beams would have 
much higher brightness than those from the corresponding conventional process? 

ELECTRON/POSITRON INJECTOR/NLC 
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L-Ban ‘s 
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Figure 1: A versatile, high-brightness, stable source that allows any combination of 7 and e’* 
experiments. The semi-circular, bunch-length compressors at either side allow causal feedforward 
before final launch into the X/KU band 1 inac. Significant micro and macro bunch rate and current 
variations are possible that allow us to avoid using the damping rings. The lasers and/or FELs for 
the ‘ys are not shown. Notice that the high-brightness source (RF gun) doesn’t need to be polarized. 
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3. Breakdown of Low-Order Perturbation Theory 
The Compton and Breit-Wheeler processes are cross-channel reactions that are 

more efficient than Bethe-Heitler for the same reasons we want real photons. They 
are two-body processes whose incident energies and angles can be well defined (field 
free). For low laser3 and electron6 densities, two independent, kinematic invariants 
‘are then needed to specify the exit channels (also asymptotically free) e.g. the energy 

_ of the outgoing Compton photon (~2) depends only on its scattering angle (02) relative 
to the incoming particle and its energy (el=ym) and that of the laser photon (WI): 

w2 1 - pcose1 4-P -= 
W 1 - pcose2 + :[l - cos(81 - &)] 21 1 + (-/&)2+4(tlwl/?-d) - 

For lasers (w,zl eV), the mass is important (10% level) for ~~=m~/(40 w,)X6 GeV. Below 
this yzx@~l while for ypnaz +I, (dac/o’)-(dn,/4~)(4y2/~)~1. With increasing laser 
intensity, multiple photons (n) may be absorbed coherently giving the electron an 
average quasi-momentum qr4’=rnz in the field determined by one more invariant r 
or 77 (next section) relating the particle and field. In terms of n and m, we have: 

W2 

(4 

4Y2 

= 1+ 4qnw+n; ; nwl max 

(y = w)maxz 4kln4~3 = nx* 
1+ 4(flnwl/m?) 1 + nx, * 

Table I gives the peak photon energy from leading-order conversion together with the 
number of photons (n) required to convert 1 80% of the electron’s energy when Y=I. 
At 250 GeV, lasers can convert a maximum of 75% with one photon but the conversion 
probability Pc=p+-a~>l for all incident electron energies (0,” grows with decreasing 
energy) so that multistep processes in the initial and final states as well as damping of 
the lowest-order perturbative result by multiphoton conversion and pair production 
have to be considered? In succeeding sections we discuss n, m, and 0,” etc. 

Table I: (y=WJEl)max in lowest-order, ‘conventional’ Compton scattering. The 
number of photons n required to convert ~280% of c1 in critical field scattering 
(T=l) is in parentheses (nmxo3). Lasers apply for 1 eV but only FELs for w,zlO 
eV. For our purposes NLC and TLC can be considered to be equivalent to a GLC. 

61 (GeV) 2 10 50 250 500 
WI SPEAR PEP SLC NLC TLC 

1 eV 0.030 0.133 0.434 0.793 o.ss5 
(6 - 105) (5 * 103) (41) (2) 

10 eV 0.235 0.605 o.ss5 0.975 0.987 
(569) (7) (1) 

100 eV 0.754 0.939 0.987 0.997 0.999 
(2) (1) 

1 keV 0.968 0.994 0.999 1.000 1.000 
(1) ,. 
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4. Classical and Quanta1 Strong-Field Invariants as Experimental Knobs 

Beyond the standard, two-body channel invariants and products of q-momenta7 
there are the related, dimensionless invariants r involving a particle’s Compton wave- 
length and q involving the photon’s wavelength: 

. - 77 = ifi [- (Plk1)2 
(FpYp1)2 3 --+ *J = y (mc2j2 

I 
2y -=- 

mc2 2Wlh X 

where 77 = 1 is an energy gain of one electron mass in one wavelength while n+co, 
-W-O is the static field limit. The minus sign comes from our choice of metric’ e.g. 
FP = (,?? - p’, i(& + $x 2)). Although one writes the fields as if they were constant, 
their variation within the beams provide measurable ‘ponderomotive’ effects and their 
overall variations via laser intensity or wavelength provide our lowest-order knobs for 
the experiment. When the E and B fields are equal and orthogonal e.g. in a plane 
wave, the pure field invariants like FPv2= E2-B2 don’t give us knobs but normalizing 
them provides a measure of ‘strongness’ e.g. E* compared to m2/e in Eq. 1 tells us 
when the pair channel couples strongly whereas eFP/m2 is the dimensionless 4-vector 
that couples the particle and field in the Lorentz-Dirac equation for the 4-velocity. 

An important distinction between IPl & 2 in Fig. 2, for an NLC, is that one 
wants to be near threshold (wti?m,) at IPl but well above4 for IP2 since IPl produces 
the high energy photons by Compton upshifting the laser and IP2 collides the laser 
with the photons from IPl. For circularly polarized light on an electron in its average 
rest frame, one easily finds an ‘invariant’ mass m, for the particle in the field: 

2 2 
= mJ1+;TZ j n=nz+- v2 

m, 
2~1 h 2 

using q=p,+nk,. For the conditions in Fig. 3, n=0.2 and the expected range for the 
experiment is O<n<lO corresponding to O<YSl. For the NLC, we want 761 and x>$. 

Laser Bldg. 

I 50% Diagnostics Diagnostics 

e-Iaselr (IPl) 
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\ ,&aser (IP2) 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ ~. 

-> 
Pair 
Spectrometer 

.- 

a 
Beam Dump 

Figwe 2: Schematic of El44 downstream of the final focus in the FFTB. The e-beam is dashed. 
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5. Multiphoton Compton Effects [nq + e + wz + et] 
This part of El44 occurs at IPl in two phases. First, we want to measure the 

photon spectrum N(w,) using a very parallel e-beam and then collide the high energy 
photons with the split laser pulse as shown in Fig. 2 for nwl + wz t e+e-. 

Lowest-order, perturbative Compton scattering by free electrons is described by 
‘-I(lein-Nishina (1929). and for moving electrons by Feenberg and Primakoff (194s) 

1 - with higher order processes depending on the intensity of the incident photon beam 
by Narozhnyi, Nikishov and Ritus (1964). The multiphoton cross section can be 
expressed in terms of the normalized, dimensionless variables7 u, Z, y & z: 

da c 
00 n=-- 

dY x { +f(z) + (2 + &) [k*(2) + J,“+,b, - 2J2(4]} 

Y nx 
UE- 

1-y ’ Ymax= 1+v2+nx ’ z= II&T2 ;/w 

where u. - 2mz = f barn with the total C-M energy s/m2 = 1 + x. Figure 3 shows 
do: for the 1 eV laser photons of Table-1 and 50 GeV electrons. Note that z + 0 for 
7 + 0 and at the endpoints of y(= 0, ym,x). 
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Figure 3: Comparison of the conventional, one-photon process with 77 + 0, shown as the dashed 
line, with that for 7 = 0.4 which shows observable multiphoton effects up to n<3 photons. The laser 
inten$y3 is IL=4.10”W/cm2 with E Lab=6 GV/cm that is still adequate for strong field emission. 
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6. Multiphoton Breit-Wheeler [nw, + w2 + e+e-] 
Lowest-order, Breit-Wheeler pair production (1934) is cross-channel to Compton. 

Here the motivation is to study and look for possible resonance effects in the pair 
channel. However, doing this successfully also verifies the practicality of providing 
more than one interaction region (e+, e-) i.e. it allows the possibility of polarized .._ 

- ce*, e*>, (e*, 7L and h 7) incident channels9 for the first time. 
da,BW a, 4 
- = -{-gn(r> + (u - 2)[5,24(4 + J,“+,(z) - 244) 

& x rl 
4w,w 

x=7 
, y2 7 Ymax,min = ;& JT, u=y(lyy). 

Tradeoffs between energy: intensity and background de:zrmine the optimum values 
of wI, cl, x, 71, etc. under differing constraints. This will be discussed in a SLAC-PUB. 

7. Conclusions 
I have tried to show that strong field effects become increasingly important for 

the NLC but impose no insurmountable problems and may even provide advantages. 
One doesn’t want just a yy collider but the ye and ee options for the different physics 
they provide but also because of the way the ys are produced. Similarly, it appears 
that by producing the y-beams we have a better way to obtain polarized e’* beams. 
However, one problem with ys of concern for the SLC was the loss of C-M energy when 
using lasers to Compton convert the particle’s energy. While lasers could be made to 
convert the electron beam with good efficiency, one would lose too much C-M energy 
to produce the intermediate vector bosons. Likewise, while free electron lasers could 
provide energy variability they might not provide enough intensity. Ten years later, 
with the SLC having demonstrated the practicality of the e+e- channel, El44 at the 
FFTB is an ideal demonstration test of a GLC by using the laser to do fundamental, 
multiphoton QED physics e.g. to try to create a ‘little-bang’; to simulate the missing 
positron beam for beam-beam studies at high fields; or to produce the required high- 
energy, polarized photon and electron beams. 

Such beams would be useful for fixed target channels (e-A & y-A scattering and 
reactions) as well as for synchrotron radiation users because the required FELs still 
haven’t been demonstrated. While high power lasers are needed for GLCs, for E,SIOO 
GeV they are inefficient. For Compton photons we want xmax64.8(1 + v2) which is 
higher than previously suggested (Telnov 1990) with 4.8 a purely kinematical factor4 
coming from the threshold for cross-channel damping when n=l, P=o and q-+0. This 
gives the important constraint y max<O.83. For Breit-Wheeler production of polarized 
particle beams we still want n=l but q & x are otherwise unconstrained whereas for 
unpolarized beams n is also unconstrained - all of which favors FELs over lasers. 
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2. Most of the references are in Ref. 1 or in the references therein so they aren’t repeated here. 
-; . Notice that E, gives an energy gain of one m over one Compton wavelength i.e. X, or 1,. 

3. The laser intensity for a critical field of T=l is: I~=E2,,/377RxE,2/(4~~.377). For 50 GeV 
electrons 1L=1.2.10~’ W/ cm2 and for 1 eV photons we have p,=2.5.1027ys/cm3 > 6.10~~p/A. 
This corresponds to a 1.5 TW laser (1.5 J in 1 ps) focused to a spot size with a 2 /L radius. 
In this example, a high intensity laser is one having a density p-,>>l/X3&.101’: 

4. From Footnote 7 we have 2&=fi so the velocity in the pair rest frame is p=dw. 
From Table I and Fig.1, this indicates FELs for both polarization and the efficient use of E, . 

5. Conventional pair production implies Bethe-Heitler bremsstrahlung and pair production on 
nuclei which are also cross-channel processes similar to Compton and Breit-Wheeler. However, 
this is not a typical operating condition because it implies a target thickness L~/l0? One 
should then consider external Compton and Bethe-Heitler pair production in various forms 
e.g. low-emittance, circularly-polarized photons incident on a channeling crystal when Breit- 
Wheeler dominates as well as the corresponding strong-field, multiphoton case when the pair 
gain is more important than polarization. Measurement of the pair spectrum and polarization 
with laser intensity is then an interesting extension of E144. 

6. Classically, the electrostatic self-energy of an electron reaches EC at the geometric mean of 
re and X,. Quantum effects enter at the scale of X, and total breakdown of the classical at 
~c. A typical momentum transfer to.the electron in El44 is less than these scales. The field 
intensities of the particle beams are also relevant. At SLC with 5.10” particles and a 1.5~ 
radius one approaches EC for a bunch length <2 mm. On FFTB, the bunches are only 10~’ 
and the worst transverse dimension is comparable (or much larger for E144). 

7. If p-(r,ip’) and fi=c=l, the C-M energy squared for Breit-Wheeler is (~~+w2)~-(&+i~)~= 
4wlw2 for collinear 7s. This is the t-channel for Compton scattering where SE(l+z)m2 with 
~=2plL1/(plp1)~4Elwl/m2=0.0153~~(GeV)wl(eV); ~=11&./(tlpz); y=wz/el and c,=yim. 

8. The conditions for applicability of the first Born approximation were relevant to Sauter’s 
understanding of Klein’s paradox or when the voltage drop over a wavelength approaches 
the rest energy of an electron. At small enough distances or impact parameters (A,), the 
matrix element for pair production can violate unitarity bounds. In the present context, the 
laser creates a potential that can act in a variety of ways. However, the ponderomotive effect 
on the & motion is only important for low energies. Finally, competitive processes such as 
double Compton or radiative corrections are higher order (Jauch and Rohrlich 1955) so it is 
valid to infer that only thick target effects need to be considered even for strong fields. 

9. One expects significant depolarization effects for strong fields and/or low velocities for a 
variety of reasons. It is hard to control or limit the strong field harmonics because the fields 
are neither static nor spatially uniform across the beams. Nevertheless, because 77 increases 
threshold, it takes more photons n to produce pairs and this naturally limits the process from 
below and constrains harmonics but with reduced polarization compared to single harmonic 

:. production. There are also strong field dynamical effects that reduce polarization e.g. due to 
lack of cancellation of Lorentz components for lower velocities from conventional sources. 
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